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Introduction and Approach

Social media companies stand accused of having facilitated the “radicalization” of the young, white men associated with the “manosphere” (Ging, 2019) and with far-right movements online (Conway, 2017; Johnson, 2018). As many platforms attempt to tighten their moderation practices and terms of service in order to close down “independent” spaces for extremism, originators of these discourses evolve in response.

In this paper, we investigate how a Swedish AltRight YouTuber successfully adapts to his changing environment, and we argue for the importance of understanding how ideologies of hate behave under pressure.

YouTube has been an important vector of extremism that until quite recently positioned itself as a neutral, open hosting service that took minimal responsibility for the content of user posts (Lewis, 2018). This laissez-faire approach to political content, combined with an algorithm that promoted similar content, saw YouTube emerge as the backbone of the “Alternative Influence Network” (AIN) which builds the relatability, authenticity, and accountability of far-right “micro-celebrity” figures (Lewis, 2018, 2020). By 2018, calls were coming in from a number of sectors for YouTube to “govern content and behavior for explicit values” (Lewis, 2018, p. 44). The focus on values here moves on from the focus on specific slurs or racial calumnies, which are already easy to avoid in the highly coded, ironic registers of the AltRight (Askanius, 2021).

One member of the AIN identified by Lewis (2018) is Swedish white nationalist Marcus Follin. His “The Golden One” (TGO) channel is not the most popular AltRight account, but articulates a novel mix of health, fitness, self-help, and neo-Nazi ideology that repays careful discourse analysis. While a number of other nodes in the AIN – including

Richard Spencer and Stefan Molyneux – have been shut down since YouTube tightened their rules, TGO has endured, and grown his subscriber base from 96,000 to 111,000. His approach to fitspiration, self-help, white nationalism (including Nazi symbology) and positivity (see Strick, 2020) is highly coded, and even esoteric. He operates his channel as the central content hub for a number of online businesses, selling personal training, fitness supplements, coffee, and clothing. TGO represents the confluence of a number of contemporary discourses: the neoliberal individualism endemic to self-help culture, the figure of the “influencer” in online attention economies (Hund, 2019), and the wry humour and multimodal creativity of so-called “Fascism 2.0” (Fuchs, 2017). We refer to the role he plays in the masculinist and anti-feminist world of the manosphere as that of a “manfluencer”.

We used multimodal discourse analysis, grounded in a postfoundational approach (see Marttila, 2016) to analyse a corpus of 22 TGO videos posted on his channel between June 2019 and March 2021 in which the policies and actions of social media platforms to ban (or “shadow ban”) far right figures is explicitly thematized.

Data and Analysis

Key themes we identified in our analysis include:

Cultural encryption: TGO adopts Marxian/Gramscian-inspired theories of the relationship between politics and culture to explain to his subscribers how “Leftists” have succeeded dominating various social and political institutions. He understands himself and his followers as engaged in a “metapolitical” war for the West, for whiteness, and masculinity. In critiquing what he calls the YouTube “Great Purge of Wrongthink” he offers advice on crafting content and memes that will not be defined as hate-speech in order to not be “defeated” on platforms such as YouTube. His already esoteric invocation of Nordic mythology, as well as the characters and narratives of historical, gaming, and fictional narratives, as well as layers of irony and self-mockery, represent increasingly opaque codes designed to protect in-groups from external scrutiny.

Partial articulations: TGO repeatedly emphasizes his challenge to social media “censors” to show him exactly how he has broken their terms of service. He articulates his politics as a politics of love, doubling down on positive characterizations of the West, of white nations, and “population genetic” arguments about the dangers of the “Great Replacement” without explicitly naming the force behind it. He represents himself as focusing on white male health and wellness, without attacking out-groups. He does admit that if he were to speak openly, he could be prosecuted in Sweden for “hets mot folkgrupp” (inciting violence against an ethnic group). He openly wears neo-Nazi symbols and invokes arcane anti-Semitic and racist tropes. But his “metapolitical” strategy and references to a “Crusade” consistently avoid blatant negativity, or the promotion of specific acts of violence.

Platform diversification: The most significant strategy evident in the TGO corpus is an increasing platform-specific content strategy. He informs his viewers that he will continue to post “light-hearted” content on YouTube while he will cover political content
on Gab, Telegram, and his podcasts. He is explicit in articulating a multiplatform ecology for the TGO brand that segments the kinds of political speech he will engage in by platform and user agreements, while consistently hyperlinking between his various holdings in order to build his audience across platforms, building a strategy for a resilient and distributed online presence.

**Preliminary Conclusions**

From our initial analysis it seems that while YouTube’s efforts to reduce rightwing extremism has had an impact on explicitly racist articulations, they have not necessarily diminished the profile, nor the popularity, of micro-celebrity “manfluencers” such as TGO. By characterizing social media platforms as politicized territories won by the “Left”, TGO integrates his political diagnosis of the decline of Western civilization into setbacks without losing face, and indeed continues to build an audience, maintain business operations, and show signs of improved resilience. This is not a reason to roll back YouTube account restrictions, but rather for understanding the specific evolutionary pressures they exert.
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